Shafts by True Temper dominated both the Web.com and the European Tour events this past weekend.

The Aberdeen Asset Management Scottish Open champion played Dynamic Gold X100 in his irons and wedges to win his fifth European Tour title. The victory earned him a spot in the Top 50 Official World Golf Ranking.

On the Web.com Tour, the LECOM Health Challenge champion won a four-man playoff with Project X and Dynamic Gold in his irons and wedges. The other contenders in the playoff also had Project X and Dynamic Gold in the bag as well as the new Project X HZRDUS wood shaft.

What’s in the Bag:
- The Scottish Open Winner’s Bag: Dynamic Gold Tour Issue X100 Shafts (4-9; 47, 52, 56 And 60 Degree Wedges)
- Lecom Health Challenge Winner’s Bag: Project X 6.5 (2-9, Pw); Dynamic Gold X100 (Aw, Sw)
- True Temper Was The #1 Iron Shaft Manufacturer At The Lecom Health Challenge With 111 Sets In Play

About Dynamic Gold Shafts:
The Number One selling shaft in golf, Dynamic Gold shafts are preferred by skilled players seeking a low, penetrating ball flight.

About Project X Shafts:
Project X shafts deliver penetrating trajectory and ball flight and strike the perfect balance of unrivaled distance, stability and control for golf’s most serious players.

About Project X HZRDUS Shafts:
HZRDUS is designed to deliver distance to the stronger, more aggressive golfer, without sacrificing control.

Find more information about Dynamic Gold at www.truetemper.com and follow “TrueTemperGolf” on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. For more information about Project X shafts, visit pxshaft.com and find us on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram.